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Introduction

The Tribunal in *Abaclat and others v. Argentine Republic* (ICSID Case No. ARB/07/5) held in its Decision on Jurisdiction and Admissibility of August 4, 2011 (the *Abaclat Decision*) that it would hear the claims of 60,000 holders of defaulted Argentine bonds.[1] A previous article in the *Insight* series discussed this Decision,[2] and it has also been discussed in a number of articles.[3] Two other cases also concern bondholder claims against Argentina, *Giovanni Alemanni and others v. Argentine Republic* (ICSID Case No. ARB/07/8) and *Ambiente Ufficio S.p.A. and others v. Argentine Republic* (ICSID Case No. ARB/08/9); no decision has been issued in the former case but a Decision on Jurisdiction and Admissibility was issued in the latter case on February 8, 2013, also agreeing to hear the claims.[4] The procedures adopted by the *Abaclat* Tribunal will likely be taken into account by other tribunals considering defaulted bond claims.

The *Abaclat* Decision dealt with jurisdiction and admissibility as a general matter and disposed of objections of a general character; it found jurisdiction over individual claimants who meet a number of specific requirements without entering into issues touching specifically on each individual claimant, which would be dealt with in a later procedural decision.[5] Subsequent procedural orders appoint an expert to review whether those requirements are met in specific cases and establish a timetable.[6] The relevant orders were issued by majority decisions of the Tribunal (Pierre Tercier, president, and Albert Jan van den Berg), with dissents by Santiago Torres Bermúdez. This *Insight* focuses on the decisions in these procedural orders. It should be recognized of course that there are many other important matters at issue in this complex arbitration proceeding.

Jurisdiction *Rationae Personae* and Selection of a Database Verification Procedure
After an extensive review of the facts and the procedural status of the case, the Abaclat Decision discusses in depth and rejects the many general objections Argentina raised to the Tribunal's jurisdiction and to the admissibility of the 60,000 claims brought by bondholders after Argentina defaulted on, and sought to reduce and restructure, its debt during and subsequent to its financial crisis. The Italian claimants provided powers of attorney to "Task Force Argentina" to bring claims. Among the many issues address in the lengthy Abaclat Decision, the Decision considered (in paragraphs 280-287 and 388-422) whether the claimants have the necessary capacity to bring an arbitration proceeding under the 1990 Agreement between the Argentine Republic and the Republic of Italy on the Promotion and Protection of Investments ("Argentina-Italy BIT") and its Additional Protocol. These documents specify the persons with respect to whom Argentina has provided advance consent to investor-state arbitration and thus the persons for whom there is jurisdiction (i.e., jurisdiction rationae personae).

The Abaclat Decision held (in paragraphs 501(iii) and 713(x) and (xi)) that it has jurisdiction rationae personae over natural persons who had Italian nationality on September 14, 2006, and February 7, 2007, who were not also Argentine nationals on those dates, who were not domiciled in Argentina for the two years prior to making their investments, and who were investors as of the date of the alleged breach by Argentina of its treaty obligations. The Tribunal held that it has jurisdiction over juridical persons that had Italian nationality on September 14, 2006, that complied with applicable Italian law requirements as of that date, that had their siège social (headquarters) in Italy, and that had the legal capacity to make investments and litigate under Italian law. The Decision further stated that the online and Excel database provided by claimants presented sufficiently manageable information to allow for claimant-specific review.

In Procedural Order 12 of July 7, 2012, the Tribunal decided to split the remaining proceedings into two phases, and split the first of those phases in three, one of which is a Tribunal-supervised "verification of Claimants' database against the requirements set forth in § 501(iii) of the Decision by one or more experts appointed by the Tribunal after consultation of the Parties" ("Database Verification"). This Order also set out a timetable that has been updated several times in subsequent orders. Recalling this decision, in Procedural Order 15 of November 20, 2012, the Tribunal by a majority asked Norbert Wühler, the proposed sole expert, who had formerly handled claims programs at the International Organization of Migration (IOM), the UN Compensation Commission (UNCC) and the Iran-United States Claims Tribunal, to prepare a work proposal describing his proposed team, methodology, and budget for examining the information in the claimants' database to verify that the requirements were met for jurisdiction with respect to individual claimants' rationae personae. It would decide whether to appoint him after receiving and reviewing his proposal.

Wühler submitted a work proposal (the "initial proposal") that included a technical examination of the database by a database expert and then, after working with a statistician, an anticipated review of a random sample of not more than 1060 natural persons' claims and of one-half the claims submitted by juridical persons. He proposed hiring a database expert, a statistician, and a claims reviewer, and estimated the cost of conducting the verification review and preparing a report at $92,450. Assuming the parties submitted required materials and comments within the time frames established by the Tribunal, Wühler estimated completion of a draft report by March 15 and the final report by April 30, 2013.

Procedural Order 17 of February 8, 2013, which annexed the initial proposal, indicated that after receiving the proposal the Tribunal asked Wühler to prepare an alternative work
proposal that would examine the feasibility of examining all the documents in the database without sampling and to address the impact of such a change in terms of personnel, time and cost. Wühler's alternative proposal is also annexed to Order 17 (the "alternative proposal"). In this Order, the Tribunal confirmed Wühler's appointment as expert and decided he was to proceed under the terms of the alternate proposal.

Under the alternative proposal, Wühler indicated that fifteen additional persons would need to be employed to review the claims of natural persons, that the process would take at least one additional month (i.e., the draft report by April 15 and the final report May 30, 2013), and that the cost would be almost $180,000 higher (i.e., $270,350). Taking approximately 15 minutes per claim, claims reviewers would check the database information on each natural person's claim for completeness, consistency, discrepancies and duplication; verify the information against the documents related to the claim; and check the completeness and accuracy of the relevant documents. There is no discussion of the evidentiary standard that would be applied. Wühler would himself review all the claims of juridical persons. The only additional information and documentation needed for the review under this proposal concerned the design and contents of, and the use and access to the information and documents contained in, the database. Wühler submitted résumés of his proposed staff, many of whom previously worked at the UNCC and/or at IOM or other institutions on claims programs.

Procedural Order 20 of April 24, 2013, made clear that the verification process was behind schedule. Wühler requested and was granted permission by the Tribunal for the current members of the claims review team to work more than five days a week and to hire five additional claims reviewers. The deadline for submission of a draft report was extended to May 31, 2013.

In Procedural Order 19 of April 8, 2013, the Tribunal noted that claimants had made changes to the database without requesting prior approval from the Tribunal. The Tribunal requested that information about the changes be filed and ordered that no further changes be made without a prior request explaining the proposed changes and reasons for them. In Procedural Order 21 of May 2, 2013, the Tribunal reports requests by the claimants to update the database further. The Tribunal propounded a series of questions concerning the modifications and, pending response, temporarily denied the most recent request. The Tribunal restated that May 31, 2013, is the deadline for Wühler's draft verification report. It set July 1, 2013, as the deadline for comments by the parties on the draft report and July 15, 2013, as the deadline for issuance of the final verification report. Recognizing that its detailed timetable no longer seemed realistic, the Tribunal suspended all other deadlines.

Comments on the Database Verification Procedure

The initial proposal would have been quicker and less costly because it would have employed sampling techniques to test the facial validity of whether a subset of the claimants met the Tribunal's requirements for jurisdiction rationae personae and then extrapolated the results to all claimants. This proposal may have been inspired by article 37 of the UNCC rules, which provided that the secretariat would check certain categories of claims by a database analysis, which could be cross checked by the panels of Commissioners that would recommend decisions to the UNCC Governing Council; article 37 further provided that individual claims that could not be "completely verified through the computerized database" could be checked by the panels of commissioners "on the basis of sampling with further verification only as circumstances warrant."[8] Other institutions have also provided for the application of such special mass claims processing techniques.[9]

However, sampling techniques have previously not been used to determine jurisdiction
rationae personae in an investor-state arbitration proceeding. The institutions where such procedures have been used, such as the UNCC (which operated under mass claims procedures and relaxed standards of proof decided upon by the members of the UN Security Council sitting in Geneva as the UNCC Governing Council), were established to provide quick, rough justice to a large number of claimants. In each case the critical aspect determining whether a claimant is eligible to bring a claim is the text of the instrument establishing the mandate for the claims process.[10] In the UNCC, claims could be filed by nationals of any country except persons with sole Iraqi nationality, and almost all claims were submitted by governments or international institutions capable of doing an initial eligibility check. Thus, for the large number of claims processed by the UNCC under mass claims techniques, checking claims individually for eligibility to file was secondary to the task of checking other factors.

Since 180,000 claimants had initially filed in Abaclat but 120,000 of those had withdrawn, the Tribunal could have felt a special need to check whether the 60,000 remaining claimants each meet the filing requirements set out under the Argentina-Italy BIT and Additional Protocol.

In any event, in paragraph 251 the Abaclat Decision made clear that the Tribunal would only have jurisdiction to consider claims that came within the scope of the relevant provisions of the applicable legal instruments, and, as noted, those instruments only allowed claims to be brought by persons who met their nationality requirements as interpreted by the Tribunal. This does not appear to allow for sampling, since sampling might not catch a claim that did not, even prima facie, meet those requirements. Presumably, an individualized review of the information and documents in the database by the claims review team could pick up facial difficulties, but it appears the review would not discover discrepancies beyond that.

Procedural Order 21 provided Argentina only until July 1, 2013 – one month – to comment on the draft expert report. Procedural Order 15 appears to place much of the burden of challenging whether individual claimants meet the requirements for jurisdiction on the Respondent. Argentina was to make initial comments on the claimants' database by the end of January 2013 and then, as noted, comments on the draft report after it is submitted. Procedural Order 21 gives Wühler until July 15, 2013 – only two weeks after the due date for comments by the parties on the draft report– to produce a final report. According to the schedule annexed to Procedural Order 17, the Tribunal then contemplates additional pleadings by the parties and an additional hearing before making a decision on the current phase of the proceedings. The Tribunal did not indicate whether it itself plans to review the documents and evidence for jurisdiction rationae personae for each claimant, to rely entirely on the expert's final report, to spot check the work of the expert itself (despite its refusal to let the expert work on the basis of sampling), or to conduct an individualized review of the information and document only with respect to those claimants for which Argentina specifically challenges the expert's conclusions. Argentina might contest the latter approach as an unwarranted shift from the claimants of the burden of proving the facts and claims they assert.

The Tribunal's decision on how to proceed will likely also depend on how it balances speed and efficiency against accuracy. It is this author's experience that, no matter how qualified and diligent the claims review personnel, a further case-by-case review will discover errors (particularly where the review staff is under enormous time pressure and given only fifteen minutes per claim to verify the accuracy of the information and documents pertaining to 60,000 claimants). Payne believes that the jurisdictional threshold question of claimants' nationality on relevant dates is among the issues that require individualized treatment.[11]
Donovan suggests employing a “pilot case” approach and warns about the uncertain legality of the Tribunal delegating decision-making.[12] In paragraph 247(ii) of the Abaclat Decision, the Tribunal recognized that a decision refusing a case based on lack of arbitral jurisdiction (and presumably a decision accepting a case where arbitral jurisdiction is lacking) is usually subject to review by another body;[13] the Tribunal will presumably be extremely cautious in deciding how to reach its decision.

The cost-efficiency trade-off also needs to take into account the start-up cost of training a large team of claims reviewers for a project of limited scale and duration. The alternative proposal envisaged 15 claims reviewers working 9 weeks, with a total of 19 persons, costing $270,350. Procedural Order 20 added five claims reviewers and allowed all the reviewers to work longer hours, but provided no new information on the time or cost of the claims review process and did not significantly lengthen the deadlines. A conservative estimate of the total cost with the additional staff and hours would total about $327,000. While this may seem like a small expense considering the overall costs of the proceeding,[14] to the extent that the Tribunal itself embarks on a detailed review of jurisdiction with respect to individual claimants, the costs and the length of the proceedings could obviously increase substantially.

Conclusion

After almost seven years, the Abaclat case still has a long way and years to go, as the Tribunal is only now embarking on the initial phases of the merits and there are additional complex issues, filings, decisions and hearings envisaged before an award. As is clear from the Abaclat Decision and the dissent (and from the Ambiente Decision and its dissent), the rulings that bond debt claims are admissible and there is jurisdiction are highly controversial. The procedures adopted to date by the Abaclat Tribunal for the determination of jurisdiction rationae personae may also be challenged. Other tribunals will face the same issues, and annulment requests may well follow. At this stage, it is not clear whether the procedures adopted by the Abaclat Tribunal will be upheld under annulment challenge and/or whether they will be followed by other tribunals.
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